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Strong evidence exists for polyploidy having occurred during the evolution of the tribe Brassicaceae. We show evidence for the dynamic and ongoing diploidization process by comparative analysis of the sequences of four paralogous Brassica rapa BAC clones and the homologous 124-kb segment of Arabidopsis thaliana chromosome 5. We estimated the times since divergence of the paralogous and homologous lineages. The three paralogous subgenomes of B. rapa triplicated 13 to 17 million years ago (MYA), very soon after the Arabidopsis and Brassica divergence occurred at 17 to 18 MYA. In addition, a pair of BACs represents a more recent segmental duplication, which occurred ~0.8 MYA, and provides an exception to the general expectation of three paralogous segments within the B. rapa genome. The Brassica genome segments show extensive interspersed gene loss relative to the inferred structure of the ancestral genome, whereas the Arabidopsis genome segment appears little changed. Representatives of all 32 genes in the Arabidopsis genome segment are represented in Brassica, but the hexaploid complement of 96 has been reduced to 54 in the three subgenomes, with compression of the genomic region lengths they occupy to between 52 and 110 kb. The gene content of the recently duplicated B. rapa genome segments is identical, but intergenic sequences differ.

INTRODUCTION

Polyplody is thought to be an important and recurring feature of genome evolution (Soltis and Soltis, 1995; Wendel, 2000; Blanc and Wolfe, 2004a; Maere et al., 2005). The long-term evolution of polyploid genomes is generally a diploidization process occurring through an extensive genome reorganization at both the gene and chromosome levels (Cronn et al., 1999; Wendel, 2000; Feuillet et al., 2001; Lysak et al., 2005). In the genome of Arabidopsis thaliana, which contains ~29,000 genes, increases in the sizes of gene families have occurred partly via three rounds of apparent whole genome duplication (1R, 2R, and 3R at ~350 to 300, ~170 to 156, and ~26.7 to 25.0 million years ago (MYA), respectively) and via gradual accumulation of small-scale gene/segmental duplications during the last ~350 million years (Bowers et al., 2003; Maere et al., 2005).

The genus Brassica provides an opportunity to study the genome changes associated with polyploidy by comparative genomics with the model plant Arabidopsis (Paterson et al., 2001). Brassica and Arabidopsis, which diverged 14.5 to 20.4 MYA from a common ancestor (Blanc et al., 2003; Bowers et al., 2003), belong to the same family, Brassicaceae. There is compelling evidence that the tribe Brassiceae, which comprises ~240 species, descended from a common hexaploid ancestor with a basic genome similar to that of Arabidopsis (Lysak et al., 2005). Chromosome rearrangements, including fusions and/or fissions, resulted in the present-day chromosome number variation for the three diploid Brassica species, B. nigra (B genome; n = 8), B. oleracea (C genome; n = 9), and B. rapa (A genome; n = 10) (Gale and Devos, 1998; Lysak et al., 2005). The genomes of three allotetraploids, B. juncea (AB; n = 18), B. napus (AC; n = 19), and B. carinata (BC; n = 17), were derived by spontaneous hybridization among the three diploid species, followed by chromosome doubling (U, 1935). The genome size of B. rapa is the smallest at ~529 Mb per haploid, compared with ~696 Mb in B. oleracea and ~632 Mb in B. nigra (Johnston et al., 2005).

Before the recognition of the fundamentally triplicated nature of the genomes of all members of the Brassicaceae (Lysak et al.,...
2005), a number of hypotheses had been put forward to explain the results of some of the comparative analyses conducted in \textit{Brassica} species (Lukens et al., 2003). Some comparative analyses between \textit{B. oleracea} linkage maps and the \textit{A. thaliana} genome identified numerous one-to-one segmental relationships and apparent genome duplications, in addition to genome triplications (Lan and Paterson, 2000; Babula et al., 2003; Lukens et al., 2003). However, extensive comparative analysis within the genome of \textit{B. rapa}, conducted at the level of linkage maps, revealed that triplication was extensive within the genomes of the progenitor diploid species (Parkin et al., 2003), and investigations of regions of the \textit{B. oleracea} genome also revealed various numbers of related genome segments (Quiros et al., 2001; Suzuki et al., 2003). Thus, although analyses conducted using a single gene-specific probe or amplicon will often fail to identify all related genome segments, analyses of comprehensive sets of related genome segments in \textit{Brassica} species and \textit{A. thaliana} showed that triplicated segments could generally be identified in the genome of diploid \textit{Brassica} species (O’Neill and Bancroft, 2000; Rana et al., 2004; Park et al., 2005). The difficulty in drawing conclusions based on the results of experiments with single gene-specific probes or amplicons was caused by the frequent occurrence of interspersed gene loss from duplicated genome segments.

Gross genome organization is highly collinear between the diploid species \textit{B. rapa} and \textit{B. oleracea}, which diverged only ~4 MYA, and \textit{B. napus} (Rana et al., 2004). In the Brassicaceae, genomic collinearity is conserved, although insertions/deletions and minor rearrangements are common (Kowalski et al., 1994; Lagercrantz, 1998; Paterson et al., 2001; Schmidt et al., 2001; Lukens et al., 2003). By contrast with \textit{B. oleracea}, in which expansion of genome segments generally seems to have occurred relative to their \textit{Arabidopsis} homologs (O’Neill and Bancroft, 2000), homologous genome segments generally seem to be more compact in \textit{B. rapa} than in \textit{Arabidopsis} (Yang et al., 2005a).

In plants, regulatory genes are believed to be important for the diversification of plant phenotypes, and alleles of several key regulatory genes that control developmental processes are known to interact in an additive manner (Schranz et al., 2002). Replicated \textit{FLOWERING LOCUS C} (\textit{FLC}) genes found in \textit{B. rapa}, \textit{FLC1}, \textit{FLC2}, and \textit{FLC3}, which are found in the syntenic regions of \textit{Arabidopsis}, and \textit{FLC5}, which is found in a nonsyntenic region, appear to have a similar function and interact in an additive manner to modulate flowering time (Schranz and Osborn, 2000; Schranz et al., 2002). We describe the consequences of the diploidization process of the triplicated \textit{FLC} regions from a hexaploid ancestor by comparative analysis of the genome of the paleopolyploid as well as by reference to a proxy for the ancestral genome, that of \textit{A. thaliana}. We interpret these in terms of the mechanisms involved in genome evolution and the timing of major events.

\section*{RESULTS}

\textbf{Genome Triplication and Segmental Duplication in \textit{B. rapa}}

Using the \textit{FLC} gene, 38 \textit{B. rapa} BAC clones were identified and classified as five independent groups based on fingerprinting and DNA gel hybridization. The five BAC clone groups were localized on different chromosomes by fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) analyses (Figure 1). Two BAC clones, KBrH052O08 (52O08) and KBrH117M18 (117M18), were located in close proximity to each other, near the long-arm terminus of cytogenetic chromosome 2, and three BAC clones, KBrH04D11 (4D11), KBrH08C09 (80C09), and KBrH080A08 (80A08), were identified at the terminus of the long arm of cytogenetic chromosome 6, the terminus of the short arm of cytogenetic chromosome 6, and the long-arm terminus of cytogenetic chromosome 10, respectively. These five BAC clones were sequenced and genetically mapped based on the unique sequence of each BAC. The genetic map of each BAC coincided with the chromosomal localization based on the FISH results (Figure 2).

A dot-plot sequence comparison of the five \textit{Brassica} BACs and the two \textit{Arabidopsis} sequences revealed that all of the sequences were collinear, with a variety of insertions, deletions, or inversions. Four of the BACs were homologous to the 3.0- to 3.35-Mb region of \textit{A. thaliana} chromosome 5 (At5_3Mb), whereas the fifth was homologous to the 25.8- to 26.2-Mb region of \textit{A. thaliana} chromosome 5. The At5_3Mb and At5_25Mb of \textit{A. thaliana} chromosome 5 are related by the third round (3R) of genome duplication (\(\alpha\)-duplication) that occurred before the diversification of the \textit{Arabidopsis–Brassica} clade (\textit{Arabidopsis Genome Initiative}, 2000; Blanc et al., 2003; Bowers et al., 2003; Blanc and Wolfe, 2004).

The \(\alpha\)-duplication blocks in the \textit{Arabidopsis–Brassica} clade could be distinguished by a large-scale inversion (~120 kb; Figure 3, green box), a tandem array of four \textit{FLC} paralogs in At5_25Mb, and an array of three \textit{FLC} paralogs in \textit{Brassica} BAC clone 80C09 (green circle in Figure 3), even though there is one \textit{FLC} homolog in At5_3Mb and four orthogonal \textit{Brassica} BACs. The four BAC clones homologous with At5_3Mb are represented as \textit{Brassica} paralog A (BrA; 80A08), \textit{Brassica} paralog B (BrB; 4D11), \textit{Brassica} paralog C (BrC; 52O08), and \textit{Brassica} paralog C’ (BrC’; 117M18).

A comparison of sequence conservation between At5_3Mb and its four orthologous \textit{Brassica} BACs (the red dotted area in the dot plot in Figure 3) showed that the similarity of BAC clones BrC and BrC’ was much greater than that between any other pair. These two BACs were located in the same chromosomal region, and metap贻合和pachytene phase FISH could not differentiate their locations (Figure 1B). The summarized mapping, FISH, and sequence data of four homologous BACs, in agreement with previous reports (Rana et al., 2004; Lysak et al., 2005), indicated that the counterpart of At5_3Mb has surely triplicated into the BrA, BrB, and BrC–BrC’ clade in \textit{B. rapa}. Additionally, the BrC and BrC’ segments have duplicated very recently.

\section*{Deletion of Sequences}

All four segments of the \textit{B. rapa} genome contain the characteristic pattern of conserved subsets of genes in collinear order with \textit{A. thaliana} (Figure 4), as observed in \textit{B. oleracea} and another subspecies of \textit{B. rapa} (O’Neill and Bancroft, 2000; Rana et al., 2004). Deletion processes resulted in a mosaic pattern of the remaining sequence in each triplicate block of \textit{B. rapa} (Figure 4A). Thirty-five genes were identified in the 124-kb segment of At5_3Mb (At5g10020 to At5g10360, excluding tRNA, At5g10235),
and a total of 80 were identified in the collinear blocks of the four Brassica BACs (31, 20, 15, and 14 genes in BrA, BrB, BrC, and BrC’, respectively). Three Arabidopsis genes (At5g10330 to At5g10350) have no Brassica homologs, suggesting that these may be the result of insertions. All of the other 32 genes in the A. thaliana genome segment are represented at least once in B. rapa, although only 4 genes (including FLC, At5g10140) are represented in all four B. rapa paralogous regions. The BrA contains orthologs of the largest subset of these, 24 genes (75%) in 110 kb. The BrB contains orthologs of 17 genes (53%) in 74 kb, and the BrC and BrC’ each contains orthologs of the same 13 genes (41%) in 57 and 52 kb, respectively. Compared with the 32 genes of At5_3Mb, a total of 54 B. rapa orthologs remain as different gene copy numbers in the triplication blocks (Figure 4B), with 14 singlets (orange; 44%), 14 doublets (blue; 44%), and 4 triplets (green; 12%). Overall, the gene complement at triplication

Figure 1. Selection and Chromosomal Allocation of the BAC Clones Containing FLC Paralogs.

(A) DNA gel blot hybridization with the FLC gene on the HindIII fingerprint of the FLC-positive BAC clones. Red letters a, b, c, d, and e indicate B. rapa BAC clones, 52O08, 117M18, 4D11, 80A08, and 80C09, respectively.

(B) Metaphase FISH using 52O08. Pachytene FISH using 52O08 (red) and 117M18 (green) is highlighted in the inset.

(C) Metaphase FISH using 4D11 (red) and 80C09 (green).

(D) Metaphase FISH using 80A08 (green) and the chromosome 10–specific BAC clone KBrH053G06 (red).

(E) The relative positions of the five BAC clones are denoted as blue ovals on the cytogenetically defined chromosomes (Lim et al., 2005). Chr. and LG indicate cytogenetic chromosome numbers and their linkage group numbers. Chromosomes of B. rapa are represented as a cartoon based on centromere position (constriction) and major repeat sequences: centromeric repeats (red); 45S rDNA (green); 5S rDNA (magenta); and other pericentromeric heterochromatin (black). FLC homologs are denoted in parentheses near the BAC clones based on the genetic map and similarity to genes reported previously (Schranz et al., 2002).
has been reduced from a presumptive 96 genes at hexaploidy to 54 (56%) across the three ancient paralogs, with recent duplication of 13 genes in paralog C. There were no indications of genes having been deleted from the Arabidopsis lineage since divergence from Brassica, which would have been evident by the occurrence of genes with conserved synteny in two or more of the three ancient B. rapa paralogous segments but not in A. thaliana.

Insertion of Sequences

The Arabidopsis sequences with no complement in the four Brassica orthologs might be insertions. Three genes were identified in these insertion regions (Figure 4A, red arrows), and two of them are transposons. The Brassica sequences contain 11 insertions of predicted genes, compared with the complement in A. thaliana: 6 in BrA, 2 each in BrB and BrC, and 1 in BrC′, as shown by red arrows in Figure 4B. None of these are conserved across paralogs. One gene, 4D11_12, is an intact polyprotein gene of a retrotransposon. Two others, 80A08_13 and 80A08_30, showed strong similarity (E < e−32) to expressed genes of Medicago truncatula (GenBank accession number BGS86262.1) and B. napus (GenBank accession number CD827307.1), respectively. There is no evidence for the remainder representing functional genes.

Dating of the Evolutionary Events

Estimates of the times since divergence of the B. rapa paralogs from each other and from the A. thaliana genome were made by calculation of synonymous base substitution rates (Ks values) and assumption of a mutation rate of 1.4 × 10⁻⁸ substitutions per

Figure 2. Comparative Map of the Five B. rapa BAC Clones and Their Counterparts in Arabidopsis.

Sequence-based genetic mapping was conducted to localize five BAC clones on the reference map of B. rapa using simple sequence repeat markers and adjacent EST markers (Suwabe et al., 2002; Lowe et al., 2004; J.S. Kim, T.Y. Chung, G.J. King, M. Jin, T.J. Yang, Y.M. Jin, H.I. Kim, and B.S. Park, unpublished data). Double-headed arrows indicate the α duplication block in Arabidopsis (black), counterpart orthologous regions between Arabidopsis and B. rapa (blue and magenta), and a recent segmental duplication in B. rapa (red). The red boxes indicate B. rapa BACs.

Figure 3. Dot-Plot Analyses of Seven Homologous Sequences.

Dot plot of At5_3Mb (A), BrA (80A08) (B), and 80C09 (C) versus At5_25Mb (1), 80C09 (2), BrC′ (117M18) (3), BrC (52O08) (4), BrB (4D11) (5), and BrA (80A08) (6). The beginning and end points of collinear alignments are shown as black numerals. Common sequence in four BACs are indicated by red dotted lines. The relative collinearity indexes (collinear nucleotide of Brassica/Arabidopsis) are shown as red and green numerals. A large-scale inversion and an array of four small tandem duplications that differentiate At5_25Mb and 80C09 from the others are indicated by a green dotted box and a green circle, respectively. The green bars indicate the largest deletion (~23 kb), which corresponds to 3,224,901 to 3,258,580 bp of Arabidopsis chromosome 5.
synonymous site per year (Koch et al., 2000). The median Ks values between orthologous genes in the A. thaliana chromosome At5_3Mb region and its four B. rapa counterparts (0.49 to 0.51) are representative of the Brassica–Arabidopsis divergence, which we estimate at 17 to 18 MYA. The Ks values between the four B. rapa paralogs (0.36 to 0.50) are representative of the triplication in Brassica, which we estimate at 13 to 17 MYA. The Ks value between BrC and BrC‘ was extremely low, 0.02, supporting the notion that they were duplicated recently; 0.8 MYA (Figure 5; see Supplemental Tables 2 and 3 online).
Figure 5. Chronology of Evolutionary Events and Ks Estimates for Homologous Genes in Duplication Blocks.

Calculated divergence times in millions of years are shown below the self-comparison diagonal (T = Ks/2 × synonymous mutation rate per year [1.4 \times 10^{-9}] [Koch et al., 2000]). Median Ks values are shown above the self-comparison diagonal. Colored boxes represent different evolutionary events: the α genome duplication in A. thaliana (dark green); the α genome duplication in B. rapa (light green); Arabidopsis–Brassica divergence (orange); genome triplication in B. rapa (dark blue); segmental duplication in B. rapa (light blue); and comparison between paralogous blocks across species (gray). Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of genes compared between two blocks. All Ks values based on pairwise comparisons of homologous genes are shown in Supplementary Table 2 online. Ks values between tandemly duplicated genes in duplication blocks, such as At5g10220 and At5g10230, are shown in Supplemental Table 2 online. Ks values between tandemly duplicated genes in pairwise comparisons of homologous genes are shown in Supplemental Table 2 online. Ks values between tandemly duplicated genes in pairwise comparisons of homologous genes are shown in Supplemental Table 2 online. Ks values between tandemly duplicated genes in pairwise comparisons of homologous genes are shown in Supplemental Table 2 online. Ks values between tandemly duplicated genes in pairwise comparisons of homologous genes are shown in Supplemental Table 2 online. Ks values between tandemly duplicated genes in pairwise comparisons of homologous genes are shown in Supplemental Table 2 online. Ks values between tandemly duplicated genes in pairwise comparisons of homologous genes are shown in Supplemental Table 2 online. Ks values between tandemly duplicated genes in pairwise comparisons of homologous genes are shown in Supplemental Table 2 online. Ks values between tandemly duplicated genes in pairwise comparisons of homologous genes are shown in Supplemental Table 2 online. Ks values between tandemly duplicated genes in pairwise comparisons of homologous genes are shown in Supplemental Table 2 online. Ks values between tandemly duplicated genes in pairwise comparisons of homologous genes are shown in Supplemental Table 2 online. Ks values between tandemly duplicated genes in pairwise comparisons of homologous genes are shown in Supplemental Table 2 online. Ks values between tandemly duplicated genes in pairwise comparisons of homologous genes are shown in Supplemental Table 2 online. Ks values between tandemly duplicated genes in pairwise comparisons of homologous genes are shown in Supplemental Table 2 online. Ks values between tandemly duplicated genes in pairwise comparisons of homologous genes are shown in Supplemental Table 2 online. Ks values between tandemly duplicated genes in pairwise comparisons of homologous genes are shown in Supplemental Table 2 online. Ks values between tandemly duplicated genes in pairwise comparisons of homologous genes are shown in Supplemental Table 2 online.

DISCUSSION

The Diploidization Process

The reduction observed in the overall number of replicated genes can be regarded as part of the diploidization process, whereby the genome tends toward its original gene complement. Analysis of the gene families that have been reduced least by this process shows that they include transcription factor, transporter, and structural molecular activities (see Supplemental Table 1 online). It is notable that six of the seven genes for which function is unknown have returned to a single copy state (Figure 4). These observations are in accordance with previous reports on the genome duplication of Arabidopsis, which showed higher reten-

Duplicated genes are not necessarily deleted, even over long periods of evolution. For example, individual genes can attain a selective advantage by gaining new function by partitioning of the ancestral function between the two duplicates (reviewed in Hurles, 2004). Neofunctionalization and subfunctionalization of duplicate genes may diversify gene products in an organ-, time-, and/or environment-specific manner. Although there is no evidence from sequence data alone of the acquisition of new function, the insertion of small transposons such as terminal repeat retrotransposons in miniature (TRIM) or miniature in transposable element (MITE) elements could confer new function (Bennetzen, 2000). Several genes in the B. rapa triplication blocks are modified by insertion of TRIM or MITE elements (Figure 4B, black triangles) and by insertion of an intact long terminal repeat retrotransposon (Figure 4B, complement of gene K in BrB).

The Process of Genome Expansion in B. rapa

The wide range of nuclear genome sizes, 50 to ∼85,000 Mb of DNA per haploid nucleus, in flowering plants is a consequence of the frequent formation of polyploids and the accumulation of transposons (Plant DNA C-values Database, http://www.rbgkew.org.uk/cval/homepage.html) (Grover et al., 2004; Kellogg and Bennetzen, 2004). In Graminina, genome expansion is attributable to the accumulation of transposons in the collinear sequence (Ilic et al., 2003; Kellogg and Bennetzen, 2004; International Rice Genome Sequencing Project, 2005; Scherrer et al., 2005). The process of genome expansion in Brassica appears to be different. The combined length of the Brassica paralogs is 194% (or 236% if segmental duplicate BrC’ is counted) of the length of their homolog in A. thaliana. However, the gene density in the compared regions is almost the same, with one gene per 3731 and 3440 bp in B. rapa and A. thaliana, respectively. This small difference in gene density is insufficient to account for the difference in genome size, with that of B. rapa (529 Mb) estimated to be 337% that of A. thaliana (157 Mb) (Johnston et al., 2005). We found no significant increase in transposon insertion in the four Brassica BACs except for several small TRIM and MITE elements. Almost 50% of the 92,000 BAC end sequences from three different BAC libraries (HindIII, BamHI, and Sau3AI) showed no homology with any sequence of Arabidopsis (Yang et al., 2005a). Similarly, ~60% of the whole genome shotgun sequences of B. oleracea (significant match found in 197,344 of 454,274 nuclear DNA reads) did not match any Arabidopsis sequences (Ayele et al., 2005). Thus, the extra genome expansion in B. rapa appears to be the result of amplification of Brassica–specific sequences, many of which are likely to form heterochromatic blocks of transposon or tandem repeats (Zhang and Wessler, 2004; Lim et al., 2005).

The total number of genes is increased 1.7-fold across the genome triplication (54 genes) and 2.1-fold across all four paralogs (67 genes), compared with the corresponding region of Arabidopsis (32 genes). Approximately 9% of the 100,000 Brassica EST sequences were found not to be homologous with
any gene in *Arabidopsis* (http://brassica-rapa.org). These results suggest that some genes occur in *Brassica* that are not present in *A. thaliana*. Extrapolation of our data to the whole genome suggests that the estimated range of gene content in *B. rapa* is from 49,000 (1.7 times the estimated gene number of *A. thaliana* [i.e., 29,000], assuming that additional segmental duplications are rare and that few of the *Brassica*-specific ESTs represent truly novel genes) to 63,000 (assuming that additional segmental duplications such as we describe are common and that the 9% of *Brassica*-specific ESTs do largely represent novel genes).

**Chronology of Genome Evolution**

Our results indicate that the three subgenomes of *B. rapa* diverged from each other 13 to 17 MYA, very soon after the divergence of the *Brassica* and *Arabidopsis* lineages, which we estimate at 17 to 18 MYA. This may have provided the opportunity for evolution of the tribe Brassiceae, which comprises ~240 highly diverse species. The underlying process of genome evolution has involved, as part of the diploidization process, interspersed gene loss and sequence divergence of retained genes in addition to reorganization at the chromosomal level (Lysak et al., 2005) and the independent accumulation of repeat sequences in heterochromatin blocks in each of the *Brassica* species (Lim et al., 2005).

**METHODS**

**DNA Sequencing**

Using high-density filter hybridization against a *Brassica* BAC library (KBrH, HindIII library of *Brassica rapa* inbred line Chiifu) that contains 11× genome coverage (Park et al., 2005), we identified 38 *B. rapa* BAC clones containing the FLC gene. Fingerprinting and subsequent DNA gel blot hybridization revealed five independent BAC groups (Figure 1A). Five BAC clones, one from each of the five BAC groups, were sequenced as reported previously (Kim et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2004). Sequence reactions using BigDye terminator chemistry version 3.0 (Applied Biosystems) were analyzed using ABI3730 automatic DNA sequencers (Applied Biosystems). Sequence assembly was performed as described previously (Yang et al., 2005b) using Phred for base calling, CROSS, MATCH for removing vector sequences, and Phrap and Consed for assembly (Ewing and Green, 1998; Ewing et al., 1998; Gordon et al., 1998).

**Sequence Analysis**

Homologous *Arabidopsis thaliana* sequences were identified by BLAST using the *Arabidopsis* chromosome database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/). Pairwise sequence comparisons were performed using PipMaker (Schwartz et al., 2000) and BLAST2 (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/). The alignment results were viewed using Gbrowse, a generic genome browser (http://www.gmod.org/ggb/gbrowse.shtml), and SynBrowse, a synteny browser for comparative sequence analysis (http://www.synbrowse.org) based on discontinuous Megablast results. Gene annotation was achieved using the web-based gene prediction program FGENE-SH (Arabidopsis) (http://www.softberry.com/beryl.shtml). Repeats were identified by RepeatMasker (http://www.repeatmasker.org/) followed by manual inspection.

**Estimation of Synonymous Substitution Rates and Dating of Duplications**

All of the genes in *Arabidopsis* and the predicted genes in the five *Brassica* BAC clones were compared through PipMaker (Schwartz et al., 2000). Coding sequences of all of the homologous genes were categorized into subgroups for further analyses. The fraction of synonymous substitutions (Ks) was used to estimate the timing of duplication events between the two sequences, because they are from neutral mutations without amino acid replacements and are not controlled by natural selection (Blanc and Wolfe, 2004a; Maare et al., 2005). Basic methods for Ks estimation were used as described by Maare et al. (2005). Pairwise alignments of the paralogous nucleotide sequences belonging to a homologous gene family were made by ClustalW (Thompson et al., 1994). The Ks values were obtained with the CODEML program (Goldman and Yang, 1994) of the PAML package (Yang, 1997). To estimate absolute dates for the several duplication events, we used a median Ks value for each gene pair between two blocks. Calculations for the dating of the duplication events were completed using a synonymous mutation rate of 1.4 × 10⁻⁹ substitutions per synonymous site per year, which was applied to the CHALCONE SYNTHASE gene in eudicots (Koch et al., 2000). Divergence times (T) were estimated using the equation $T = Ks/2 \times 1.4 \times 10^{-9}$.

**FISH**

The basic FISH protocol was described previously (Lim et al., 2005). FISH signals were captured by a charge-coupled device camera and converted into pseudocolored images. The images were optimized for brightness and contrast using Adobe Photoshop image-processing software.

**Accession Numbers**

Sequence data from this article can be found in the GenBank/EMBL data libraries under the following accession numbers: KBrH080A08, AC155344; KBrH004D11, AC155341; KBrH117M18, AC146875; KBrH052O08, AC155342; and KBrH080C09, AC166741.

**Supplemental Data**

The following materials are available in the online version of this article.

**Supplemental Figure 1.** Percent Identity Plot of At5_3Mb versus All of the Collinear Sequences in Four Brassica BACs, 80A08, 4D11, 52O08, and 117M18.

**Supplemental Figure 2.** Ks Estimates between Tandemly Duplicated Genes.

**Supplemental Table 1.** Pairwise Alignment of Homologous Genes in Seven Duplication Blocks.

**Supplemental Table 2.** Pairwise Comparisons of Ks Values between Homologous Genes.

**Supplemental Table 3.** Pairwise Comparisons of Ks Values from Tandemly Duplicated Homologous Genes.
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